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South Africa - Weather

South Africa will be mostly dry this week. Winter wheat prospects will remain favorable despite the 

lack of rain, though the driest areas in Northern Cape and Free State would benefit from a good shot 

of rain late this month or September. • South Africa will be mostly dry this week

o Periods of light rain will still occur near the western and southern coastlines, though resulting rainfall 

will generally be lost to evaporation

• South Africa will again be drier biased August 30 – September 5

o However, periods of light rain will be possible, most notably in western and southern South Africa
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United States of America - Weather

U.S. MIDWEST: Mostly dry weather is expected through Tuesday except in far eastern areas today. 

Showers will end today in Ohio and immediate neighboring areas with another trace to 0.35 inch of 

rain expected. Scattered showers and thunderstorms will impact 60% of the western Corn Belt 

Wednesday and Thursday with 0.05 to 0.65 inch with local totals of 1.35 inches resulting. Driest in the 

southwest where mostly dry conditions are likely. Isolated showers Friday and Saturday with 20-30% 

daily coverage of 0.05 to 0.50 inch of rain resulting. Most areas will experience net drying

U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: There is some potential for a tropical disturbance to form along the 

Carolina coast this weekend producing greater rainfall and some breezy conditions, but no threatening 

weather is expected. The positioning of this disturbance may or may not increase rainfall in the 

eastern Carolinas and the region will be closely monitored. Confidence in this feature is low. Saturday 

through Aug. 30 showers and thunderstorms are expected in 15-35% of the Delta and southeastern 

states with rainfall to 0.55 inch. Net drying is expected with the only exception possibly being the 

tropical disturbance noted above. 
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South America - Weather

BRAZIL: • Coastal showers will impact Bahia, Espirito Santo and a few immediate neighboring areas 

through Saturday

o Daily rainfall will vary up to 0.30 inch with an infrequent amount to 0.50 inch

• Showers are also expected from Rio Grande do Sul to Parana this weekend into Monday

o Moisture totals will vary up to 0.60 inch and occur mostly from Parana to Rio Grande

• Isolated showers are expected in southern parts of the nation through the weekend

ARGENTINA: Mostly dry today

• Showers Tuesday through Thursday will impact portions of the east

• Showers will continue in the east Friday and Saturday

• Total rainfall in this first week of the outlook will vary from 0.10 to 0.75 inch with a few totals of 1.00 

to 2.00 inches

• Sunday through August 30 will be mostly dry

• Aug. 31- Sep. 1 40% coverage of 0.30 to 1.00 inch and local totals of 1.00 to 2.00 inches; favoring the 

southeast
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather

EUROPE: Concerns of dryness remain for the next two weeks even though there will be portions of the region that receive some needed relief in the first seven days of the outlook. A trough of low pressure is slowly 

advancing across the region and will cause some significant rainfall into the middle of next week in Italy, areas near the Alps, portions of the Balkan Countries, and Poland. This will be enough rain to increase topsoil 

moisture and possibly cause some localized flooding. Areas to the west and northwest will have net drying. Drier conditions in the second week of the outlook with well above average temperatures will then likely remove 

any improvement that occurs in the first week and further stress crops in the dry areas of the west.

AUSTRALIA: Favorable conditions will continue over the next two weeks. Production areas of Western Australia will begin trended drier which will benefit fieldwork and crop conditions after becoming a little too wet 

recently. Rain showers in the first week of the outlook will still be mostly focused on southeastern production areas of Australia.
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